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This soft rock artist inspires with thought provoking lyrics wrapped around lush vocals that resonate within

you long after she's left the stage. It's easy listening with an edge to lift your heart and spirit. 12 MP3

Songs EASY LISTENING: Love Songs, EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock Details: Connie Blackwood,

Another Pretty Face...Absolutely Not!!! This Adult Contemporary artist has been Writing, Producing and

Performing her inspiring catalog of songs to audiences across the United States, On Stage, In Film,

Television, Radio and Overseas. Heaven knows no boundaries for a true romantic like Connie. Her

thought provoking lyrics and haunting melodies can inspire even the toughest of cynics. A culmination of

four years of work with Grammy winning engineer John Blanche, the magic continues with "I Wish You

Well." The music inspired the award winning "Ocean Bird" video (produced by Arte Tedesco, Monkey Fist

Productions  Videography by Jon Rohrer, WEBTV) which recently made it's New York City debut at

"Arlene's Grocery 3rd Annual Film Fest" in the Village. Not being a pampered girl, Connie works hard in

many facets of the entertainment world. She has earned membership in the Actor's Equity Association

and performs in theaters and on the big screen. Credits include "Break the Spell of Silence," "Wiccian's

Lair," "Head Trip" (featuring songs on the soundtracks) and "From The Earth To The Moon" on

HBO(directed by Sally Field.) Blackwood hopes to get more principle film roles, but her first passion is her

music. Most recently she was heard on "One Life To Live" singing soon to be released, "Every Time It

Rains." It's really a love song to Scotland! Connie takes you to Lush Tropical Dreamlands, Across Oceans

 into Uncharted Waters...Sung from the heart, these melodies will stay with you for some time to

come....Let the Journey Begin...
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